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Abstract

Unlike traditional over-the-phone spoken dialog systems (SDSs), modern dialog systems tend to have visual rendering on the device screen as an additional modality to communicate the system’s response to the user. Visual display of the system’s response not only changes human behavior when interacting with devices, but also creates new research areas in SDSs. On-screen item identification and resolution in utterances is one critical problem to achieve a natural and accurate human-machine communication. We pose the problem as a classification task to correctly identify intended on-screen item(s) from user utterances. Using syntactic, semantic as well as context features from the display screen, our model can resolve different types of referring expressions with up to 90% accuracy. In the experiments we also show that the proposed model is robust to domain and screen layout changes.

1 Introduction

Today’s natural user interfaces (NUI) for applications running on smart devices, e.g., phones (SIRI, Cortana, GoogleNow), consoles (Amazon FireTV, XBOX), tablet, etc., can handle not only simple spoken commands, but also natural conversational utterances. Unlike traditional over-the-phone spoken dialog systems (SDSs), user hears and sees the system’s response displayed on the screen as an additional modality. Having visual access to the system’s response and results changes human behavior when interacting with the machine, creating new and challenging problems in SDS.

Consider a sample dialog in Table 1 between a user and a NUI in the books domain. After the system displays results on the screen, the user may choose one or more of the on-screen items with natural language utterances as shown in Table 1. Note that, there are multiple ways of referring to the same item, (e.g. the last book). To achieve a natural and accurate human to machine conversation, it is crucial to accurately identify and resolve referring expressions in utterances. As important as interpreting referring expressions (REs) is for modern NUI designs, relatively few studies have investigated within the SDSs. Those that do focus on the impact of the input from multimodal interfaces such as gesture for understanding (Bolt, 1980; Heck et al., 2013; Johnston et al., 2002), touch for ASR error correction (Huggins-Daines and Rudnicky, 2008), or cues from the screen (Balchandran et al., 2008; Anastasiou et al., 2012). Most of these systems are engineered for a specific

Table 1: A sample multi-turn dialog. A list of second turn utterances referring to the last book (in bold) and a new search query (highlighted) are shown.

*An item could be anything from a list, e.g. restaurants, games, contact list, organized in different lay-outs on the screen.*
task, making it harder to generalize for different domains or SDSs. In this paper, we investigate a rather generic contextual model for resolving natural language REs for on-screen item selection to improve conversational understanding.

Our model, which we call FIS (Flexible Item Selection), is able to (1) detect if the user is referring to any item(s) on the screen, and (2) resolve REs to identify which items are referred to and score each item. FIS is a learning based system that uses information from pair of user utterance and candidate items on the screen to model association between them. We cast the task as a classification problem to determine whether there is a relation between the utterance and the item, representing each instance in the training dataset as relational features.

In a typical SDS, the spoken language understanding (SLU) engine maps user utterances into meaning representation by identifying user’s intent and token level semantic slots via a semantic parser (Mori et al., 2008). The dialog manager uses the SLU components to decide on the correct system action. For on-screen item selection SLU alone may not be sufficient. To correctly associate the user’s utterance with any of the on-screen items one would need to resolve the relational information between the utterance and the items. For instance, consider the dialog in Table 1. SLU engine can provide signals to the dialog model about the selected item, e.g., that “linguistics” is a book-genre or content, but may not be enough to indicate which book the user is referring. FIS module provides additional information for the dialog manager by augmenting SLU components.

In §3, we provide details about our data as well as data collection and annotation steps. In §4, we present various syntactic and semantic features to resolve different REs in utterances. In the experiments (§6), we evaluate the individual impact of each feature on the FIS model. We analyze the performance of the FIS model per each type of REs. Finally, we empirically investigate the robustness of the FIS model to domain and display screen changes. When tested on a domain that is unseen to the training data or on a device that has a different NUI design, the performance only slightly degrades proving its robustness to domain and design changes.

2 Related Work

Although the problems of modern NUIs on smart devices are fairly new, RE resolution in natural language has been studied by many in NLP community.

Multimodal systems provide a natural and effective way for users to interact with computers through multiple modalities such as speech, gesture, and gaze. Since the first appearance of the Put-That-There system (Bolt, 1980), a number of multimodal systems have been built, among which there are systems that combine speech, pointing (Neal, 1991), and gaze (Koons et al., 1993), systems that engage users in an intelligent conversation (Gustafson et al., 2000). Earlier studies have shown that multimodal interfaces enable users to interact with computers naturally and effectively (Schober and Clark, 1989; Oviatt et al., 1997). Considered as part of the situated interactive frameworks, many work focus on the problem of predicting how the user has resolved REs that is generated by the system, e.g., (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, ; Dale and Viethen, 2009; Gieselmann, 2004; Janarthanam and Lemon, 2010; Goldand et al., 2010). In this work, focusing on smart devices, we investigate how the system resolves the REs in user utterances to take the next correct action.

In Pfleger and J.Alexandersson, 2006) a reference resolution model is presented for a question-answering system on a mobile, multi-modal interface. Their system has several features to parse the posed question and keep history of the dialog to resolve co-reference issues. Their question-answering model uses gesture as features to resolve queries such as “what’s the name of that [pointing gesture] player?”, but they do not resolve locational referrals such as “the middle one” or “the second harry potter movie”. Others such as (Funakoshi et al., 2012) resolve anaphoric (“it”) or exophoric (“this one”) types of expressions in user utterances to identify geometric objects. In this paper, we study several types of REs to build a natural and flexible interaction for the user.

(Heck et al., 2013) present an intent prediction model enriched with gesture detector to help disambiguate between different user intents related to the interface. In (Misu et al., 2014) a situated in-car dialog model is presented to answer drivers’ spoken queries about their surroundings (no display screen). They integrate multi-modal inputs of
speech, geo-location and gaze. We investigate a variety of REs for visual interfaces, and analyze automatic resolution in a classification task introducing a wide range of syntactic, semantic and contextual features. We look at how REs change with screen layout comparing different devices. To the best of our knowledge, our work is first to analyze REs from these aspects.

3 Data

Crowdsourcing services, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk or CrowdFlower, have been extensively used for a variety of NLP tasks (Callison-Burch and Dredze, 2010). Here we explain how we collected the raw utterances from CrowdFlower platform (crowdflower.com).

For each HITApp (Human Intelligence Task Application), we provide judges with a written explanation about our Media App, a SDS built on a device with a large screen which displays items in a grid style layout, and what this particular system would do, namely search for books, music, tv and movies media result. Media App returns results based on the user query using an already implemented speech recognition, SLU and dialog engines. For each HIT, the users are shown a different screenshot showing the Media App’s search results after a first-turn query is issued (e.g., “find non-fiction books by Chomsky” in Table 1).Users are asked to provide five different second turn text utterances for each screenshot. We launch several hitapps each with a different prompt to cover different REs.

3.1 HITApp Types and Data Collection

A grid of media items is shown to the user with a red arrow pointing to the media result we want them to refer to (see Fig. 1). They can ask to play (an album or an audio book), select, or ask details about the particular media item. Each item in each grid layout becomes a different HIT or screenshot. We launch several hitapps each with a different prompt to cover different REs.

3.1.1 Item Layout and Screen Type Variation

The applications we consider have the following row×column layouts: 1×6, 2×6 and 3×6, as shown in Fig. 1 (columns vary depending on the returned item size). By varying the layout, we expect the referent of the last and the bottom layer items to change depending on how many rows, or columns exist in the grid. In addition, phrases like “middle”, or ”center” would not appear in the data when there are only one or two rows. Also, we expect that the distribution of types of utterances to vary. For example, in a grid of 1×6, ”the second one” makes sense, but not so much on a 2×6 grid. We expect similar change based on the number of columns.

We use two kinds of screenshots to collect utterances with variations in REs. The first type of screenshots are aimed to bias the users to refer to items ’directly‘ using (full/partial) titles or ’indirectly‘ using other descriptors, or meta information such as year the movie is taken, or the author of the book. To collect utterances that indirectly referred to items, we need to show screen shots displaying system results with common titles, eventually forcing the user to use other descriptors for disambiguation. For example, given the first turn query “find harry potter movies”, the system returns all the Harry Potter series, all of which contain the words Harry Potter in the title. The user can either refer in their utterance with the series number, the subtitle (e.g. The prisoners of Azkaban) or the location of the movie in the grid or by date, e.g., “the new one”, because some media items have long titles, or contain foreign names that are not easy to pronounce, users may chose to refer these items by their location on the display, such as “top right”, “first album”, “the movie on the bottom left”, etc. The second type of screen shots contains a template for each layout with no actual media item (Fig. 1(d)) which simply forces user to use locational references.

Figure 1: Sketches of different HITApp Screens. The red arrows point to the media we want the annotators to refer.
3.1.2 Interface Design Variation

In order to test our model’s robustness to a different screen display on a new device, we employ an additional collection running another application named places, designed for handheld devices. The places application can assist users in finding local businesses (restaurants, hotels, schools, etc.) and by nature of the device size can display fewer media items and arranges them in a list (one column). The number of items on the screen at any given time depends on the size of the handheld device screen.

The user can scroll down to see the rest of the results. Our collection displays the items in a 3, 4, and 5-rows per 1 column layout as shown in Fig. 2. We use the same variations in prompts as in §3.1. To generate the HitApp screens, we search for nearby places, in the top search engines (Google, Bing) and collect the results to the first turn natural language search queries (e.g., “find me sushi restaurants near me”).

Figure 2: A HitApp screen of places app. Items returned by the system regarding the first-turn utterance “burger places near me?”

3.2 Data Annotation

We collect text utterances using our media and places application. Using a similar HitApp we labeled each utterance with a domain, intent and segments in utterance with slot tags (see Table 2). The annotation agreement, Kappa measure (Cohen, 1960) is around 85%. Since we are building a relational model between utterances and each item on the screen, we ask the annotators to label each utterance-item as '0' or '1' indicating if the utterance is referring to that item or not. '1' means the item is the intended one. '0' indicates the item is not intended one or the utterance is not referring to any item on the screen, e.g., new search query. We also ask the annotators to label each utterance whether they contain locational (spatial) references.

Table 2: A sample of intents and semantic slot tags of utterance segments per domain. Examples for some slots values are presented in parenthesis as italicized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Intents (I) &amp; Slots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>movie</td>
<td>find-movie/director/actor,buy-ticket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slots: name, mpaa-rating (g-rated), date,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>books</td>
<td>find-book, buy-book,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slots: name, genre(thriller), author, publisher,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>music</td>
<td>find-album, find-song,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slots: song-name, genre, album-type,....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tv</td>
<td>find-tvseries/play/add-to-queue..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slots: name, type(cartoon), show-time,....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>places</td>
<td>find-place, select-item(first one),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slots: place-type, rating, nearby(closest),....</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Types of Observed Referring Expressions

We observe four main categories of REs in the utterances that are collected by varying the prompts and HITApp screens in crowd-sourcing:

Explicit Referential: Explicit mentions of whole or portions of the title of the item on the screen, and no other descriptors, e.g., “show me the details of star wars six” (referring to the item with title “Star wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi”).

Implicit Referential: The user refers to the item using distinguishing features other than the title, such as the release or publishing date, writers, actors, image content (describing the item image), genre, etc. “how about the one with Kevin Spacey”.

Explicit Locational: The user refers to the item using the grid design, e.g., “i want to purchase the e-book on the bottom right corner”.

Implicit Locational: Locational references in relation to other items on the screen, e.g., “the second of Dan Brown’s book” (showing two of the Dan Brown’s book on the same row).

4 Feature Extraction for FIS Model

Here, provide descriptions of each set of features of FIS model used to resolve each expression.

4.1 Similarity Features (SIM)

Similarity features represent the lexical overlap between the utterance and the item’s title (that is displayed on the user’s screen) and are mainly aimed to resolve explicit REs. We represent each utterance \( u_i \) and item-title \( t_k \) as sequence of words:

\[
\begin{align*}
  u_i &= \{w_i(1), \ldots, w_i(n_i)\} \\
  t_k &= \{w_k(1), \ldots, w_k(m_k)\}
\end{align*}
\]
where $w_i(j)$ and $w_k(j)$ are the $j$th word in the sequence. Since inflectional morphology may make a word appear in an utterance in a different form than what occurs in the official title, we use both the word form as it appears in the utterance and in the item title. For example, "burger" and "burgers", or "woman" and "women" are considered as four distinct words and all included in the bag-of-words. Using this representation we calculate four different similarity measures:

**Jaccard Similarity:** A common feature that can represent the ratio of the intersection to the union of unigrams. Consider, for instance, $u_i=\"call five guys and fries\"$ and the item $t_k=\"five guys burgers and fries\"$ in Fig 2. The Jaccard similarity $S(i,k)$ is:

$$S(i,k)=\frac{c(r_i \cap r_k)}{c(r_i \cup r_k)}$$

where the $r_i$ and $r_k$ are unigrams of $u_i$ and $t_k$ respectively. $c(r_i \cap r_k)$ is the number of common words of $u_i$ and $t_k$, $c(r_i \cup r_k)$ is the total unigram vocabulary size between them. In this case, the $S(i,k)=0.66$.

**Orthographic Distance:** Orthographic distance represent similarity of two text and can be as simple as an edit distance (Levenshtein distance) between their graphemes. The Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1965) counts the insertion, deletion and substitution operations that are required to transform an utterance $u_i$ into item’s title $t_k$.

**Word Order:** This feature represents how similar are the order of words in two text. Sentences containing the same words but in different orders may result in different meanings. We extend Jaccard similarity by defining bigram word vectors $r_i$ and $r_k$ and look for overlapping bigrams as in Table 3. Among 6 bigrams between them, only 2 are overlapping, hence the word-order similarity is $S(i,k)=0.33$.

**Word Vector:** This feature is the cosine similarity between the utterance $u_i$ and the item-title $t_k$ that measures the cosine of the angle between them. Here, we use the unigram word counts to represent the word vectors and the word vector similarity is defined as: $S(i,k)=(r_i \cdot r_k) / \|r_i\| \cdot \|r_k\|$.

### 4.2 Knowledge Graph Features

This binary feature is used to represent overlap between utterance and the meta information about the item and is mainly aimed to resolve implicit REs.

First, we obtain the meta information about the on-screen items using Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008), the knowledge graph that contains knowledge about classes (books, movies, ...) and their attributes (title, publisher, year-released, ...). Knowledge is often represented as the attributes of the instances, along with values for those properties. Once we obtain the attribute values of the item from Freebase, we check if any attribute overlaps with part of the utterance. For instance, given an utterance “how about the one with Kevin Spacey”, and the item-title “House of Cards”, the knowledge graph attributes include $\text{year}(2013), \text{cast}(\text{Kevin Spacey}), \text{director}(\text{James Foley})$. We turn the freebase feature 'on' since the actor attribute of that item is contained in the utterance. We also consider partial matches, e.g., last name of the actor attribute.

This feature is also used to resolve implicit REs, with item descriptions, such as “the messenger boy with bicycle” referring to the media item Ride Like Hell, a movie about a bike messenger. The synopsis feature in Freebase fires the freebase meta feature as the synopsis includes the following passage: “... in which real messenger boys are used as stunts... ”.

### 4.3 Semantic Location Labeler (SLL) Feature

This feature set captures spatial cues in utterances and is mainly aimed to resolve explicit locational REs. Our goal is to capture the location indicating tokens in utterances and then resolve the referred location on the screen by using an indicator feature. We implement the SLL (Semantic Location Labeler), a sequence labeling model to tag locational cues in utterances using Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001).

We sampled a set of locational utterances from each domain to be used as training set. We asked the annotators to label tokens with four different semantic tags that indicate a location.
The semantic tags include row and column indicator tags, referring to the position or pivotal reference. For instance, in “second from the top”, “second” is the column-position, and “top” is the row-pivot, indicating the pivotal reference of the row in a multi-row grid display. Also in “third from the last”, the “third” is the column-position, and the “last” is the column-pivot, the pivotal reference of the column in a multi-column grid display. The fourth tag, row-position, is used when the specific row is explicitly referred, such as “the Harry Potter movie in the first row”.

To train our CRF-based SLL model we use three types of features: the current word, window words e.g., previous-word, next-word, etc., using five-window around the current word, and syntactic features from the part-of-speech (POS) tagger using the Stanford’s parser (Klein and Manning, 2003).

**Row Indicator Feature:** This feature sets the relationship between the n-gram in an utterance indicated by the row-position or row-pivot tag and the item’s row number on the screen. For instance, given SSL output row-pivot(‘top’) and item’s location row=1, the value of the feature is set to ‘1’. If no row tag is found by SLL, this feature is set to ‘0’. We use regular expressions to parse the numerical indicators, e.g., ‘top’=’1’.

**Column Indicator Feature:** Similarly, this feature indicates if a phrase in utterance indicated by the column-position or column-pivot tag matches the item’s column number on the screen. If SLL model tags column-pivot(‘on the left’), then using the item’s column number(=1), the value of this feature is set to ‘1’.

### 4.4 SLU Features

The SLU (Spoken Language Understanding) features are used to resolve implicit and explicit REs.

For our dialog system, we build one SLU model per each domain to extract two sets of semantic attributes from utterances: user’s intent and semantic slots based on a predefined semantic schema (see examples in Table 2). We use the best intent hypothesis as a categorical feature in our FIS model. Although FIS is not an intent detection model, the intent from SLU is an effective semantic feature in resolving REs. Consider second turn utterance such as “weather in seattle”, which is a 'find' intent that is a new search or not related to any item on the screen. We map SLU intents such as find-book or find-place, to more specific ones, so that the intent feature would have values such as find, filter, check-time, not specific to a domain or device. The intent feature helps us to identify if user’s utterance is related to any item on the screen. We also use the best slot hypothesis from the SLU slot model and search if there is full overlap of any recognized slot value with either the item-title or the item meta-information from free-base. In addition, we include the longest slot value n-gram match as an additional feature. We add a binary feature per domain, indicating whether there is a slot value match. Because we are using generic intents as categorical features instead of specific intents, and a slot value match feature instead of domain specific slot types as features, our models are rather domain independent.

### 5 GBDT Classifier

Among various classifier learning algorithms, we choose the GBDT (gradient boosted decision tree) (Friedman, 2001; Hastie et al., 2009), also known as MART (Multiple Additive Regression Trees). GBDT\(^3\) is an efficient algorithm which learns an ensemble of trees. We find the main advantage of the decision tree classifier as opposed to other non-linear classifiers such as SVM (support vector machines) (Vapnik, 1995) or NN (neural networks) (Bishop, 1995) is the interpretability. Decision trees are “white boxes” in the sense that per-feature gain can be expressed by the magnitude of their weights, while SVM or NN’s are generally black boxes, i.e. we cannot read the acquired knowledge in a comprehensible way. Additionally, decision trees can easily accept categorical and continuous valued features. We also present the results of the SVM models.

### 6 Experiments

We investigate several aspects of the SISI model including its robustness in resolving REs for domain or device variability. We start with the details of the data and model parameters.

We collect around 16K utterances in the media domains (movies, music, tv, and books) and around 10K utterances in places (businesses and
Table 5: Performance of the FIS models on test data using different features. Acc: Accuracy, SIM: similarity features; SLU: Spoken Language Understanding features (intent and slot features); SLL: Semantic Locational Labeler features; Gold: using true intent and slot values, Pred.: using predicted intent and slot values from the SLU models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model:</th>
<th>Movies</th>
<th>TV</th>
<th>Music</th>
<th>Books</th>
<th>Overall Media</th>
<th>Places</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intent Acc.</td>
<td>84.5%</td>
<td>87.4%</td>
<td>87.6%</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot F-score</td>
<td>92.1F</td>
<td>89.4F</td>
<td>88.5F</td>
<td>88.6F</td>
<td>88.4F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The performance of the SLU Engine’s intent detection models in accuracy (Acc.) and slot tagging models in F-Score on the test dataset.

locations) domain. We also construct additional negative instances from utterance-item pairs using first turn non-selection queries, which mainly indicate a new search or starting over. In total we compile around 250K utterance-item pairs for media domains and 150K utterance-item pairs for the places domain.  

We use the training dataset to build the SLU intent and slot models for each domain. For the intent model, we use the GBDT classifier with n-gram and lexicon features. The lexicon entries are obtained from Freebase and are used as indicator variables, e.g., whether the utterance contains an instance which exists in the lexicon. Similarly, we train a semantic slot tagging model using CRF method. We use n-gram features with up to five-gram window, and lexicon features similar to the intent models. Table 4 shows the accuracy and F-score values of SLU models on the test data. The slot and intent performance is consistent across domains. The books domain has only two intents and hence we observe much better intent performance compared to other domains.

6.1 Impact of Individual FIS Features

In our first experiment, we investigate the impact of individual feature sets on FIS model’s performance. We train a set of FIS models on the entire media dataset to investigate the per-feature gain on the test dataset for each domain. We also train another set of FIS models with the same feature sets, this time on the places dataset and present the results on the places test set. Table 5 shows the results. We measure the performance starting with individual feature sets, and then incrementally add each feature set. Note that the SLU feature set includes the categorical intent, binary slot-value match and the longest slot value n-gram match with the item’s title or meta information. The SLL feature set includes two features indicating the row and column (see §4.3).

As expected, larger gains in accuracy are observed when features that resolve different REs are used. Resolving locational cues in utterances with SLL features considerably impacts the performance when used together with similarity (SIM) features. We see a positive impact on performance as we add the knowledge graph features, which are used to resolve implicit REs. Using only the predicted SLU features in feature generation without golden values degrades the performance. Although the results are not statistically significant, the GBDT outperforms the SVM for almost all models, except for a few models, where the results are similar. However, the models which
combine different features as opposed to individual feature set (the above the line models versus the below the horizantil line models) are statistically significant (based on the student t-test p<0.01).

Next, we illustrate the significance of individual features across domains as well as devices. Fig. 3 compares the normalized feature weights of media and places domains. Across domains there are similar features with similar weight values such as SLU-intent, some similarity features (SIM-) and even spatial cue features (SLL). It is not surprising to observe that the places domain knowledge-graph meta feature weights are noticeably larger than all media model features. We think that this is due to the way the REs are used when the device changes (places app is on a phone with a smaller screen display). Especially, places application users refer items related to restaurants, libraries, etc., not so much by their names, but more so with implicit REs by using: the location (referring to the address: “call the one on 31 street”) or cuisine (“Chinese”), or the star-rating (“with the most stars”), etc.

6.2 Resolution Across REs

We go on to analyze the performance of different RE types. A particularly interesting set of errors we found from the previous experiments are those that involve implicit referrals. Table 6 shows the distribution of different REs in the collected datasets.

Some noticeable instances with false positives for implicit locational REs include ambiguous cases or item referrals with one of its facets that require further resolution including comparison to other items, e.g., “the nearest one”. Table 7 shows further examples. As might be expected, the locational cues are less common compared to other expressions. We also confirm that the handheld (places domain) users implicitly refer to the items more commonly compared to media app, and use the contextual information about the items such as their location, address, star-rating, etc. The models are considerably better at resolving explicit referrals (both non-spatial and spatial) compared to implicit ones. However, for locational referrals, the difference between the accuracy of implicit and explicit REs is significant (75.2% vs. 56.6% in media and 86.2% vs. 56.7% in places). Although not very common, we observe negative expressions, e.g., “the one with no reviews”, which are harder for the FIS to resolve. They require quantifying over every other item on the screen, namely the context features, which we leave as a future work.

6.3 New Domains and Device Independence

In the series of experiments below, we empirically investigate the FIS model’s robustness to when a new domain or device is introduced.

Robustness to New Domains: So far we trained media domain FIS models on utterances from all domains. To investigate how FIS models would behave when tested on a new domain, we train additional models by leaving out utterances from one domain and test on the left out domain. We used GBDT with all the feature sets. To set up an upper bound, we also train models on each individual domain and test on the same domain. Table 8 shows the performance of the FIS models across domains.
Models tested on:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model trained on</th>
<th>Movies</th>
<th>TV</th>
<th>Music</th>
<th>Books</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All domains</td>
<td>96.2%</td>
<td>95.2%</td>
<td>90.3%</td>
<td>94.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other domains</td>
<td>94.6%</td>
<td>92.4%</td>
<td>89.7%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only *this domain</td>
<td>96.4%</td>
<td>96.8%</td>
<td>93.4%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Accuracy of FIS models tested on domains that are: seen at training time (all domains), unseen at training time (all other domains) and trained on individual domains.

![Accuracy Chart](image)

Figure 4: The accuracy (y-axis) versus the percentage (%) of in-domain utterances used in the training dataset. The dashed vertical line indicates an optimum threshold for the amount of in-domain data to be added to the training data.

Robustness to a New Device: The difference in accuracy on each media test domain. The first row shows the results when all domains are used at training time (same as in Table 5). The second row represents models where one domain is unseen at training time. We notice that the accuracy, although degraded for movies and TV domains, is in general not significantly effected by the domain variations. We setup another experiment, where we incrementally add utterances from the domain that we are testing the model on. For instance, we incrementally add random samples from movies training utterances on the dataset that does not contain movies utterances and test on all movies test data. The charts in Fig. 4 show the % improvement in accuracy as in-domain data is incrementally added to the training dataset. The results are interesting. The performance of the places domain on phone does not get affected when the models are trained on the media data and tested on the phone device (86.3% down to 85.9% which is statistically insignificant). But when the data is trained on the places and tested on the media, we see a rather larger degradation on the performance (93.7% down to 85.9%). This is due to the fact that the media display screens are much complicated compared to phone resulting in a larger vocabulary with more variation in REs compared to places domain.

### 6.4 Conclusion

We presented a framework for identifying and recognizing referring expressions in user utterances of human-machine conversations in natural user interfaces. We use several on-screen cues to interpret whether the user is referring to on-screen items, and if so, which item is being referred to. We investigate the effect of different set of features on the FIS models performance. We also show that our model is domain and device independent which is very beneficial when new do-
mains are added to the application to cover more scenarios or when FIS is implemented on new devices. As a future work, we would like to adapt our model for different languages and include other features from multi modality including gesture or geo-location.
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